
Monitor, detect and investigate crypto fraud 

and financial crime


Why we’re different

Digital Asset Compliance 
& Risk Management

The risk landscape for crypto has changed, outstripping the 

clunky interfaces and limited databases of first-generation 

blockchain analysis tools.



TRM’s blockchain intelligence platform sets a new standard 

for crypto risk management, providing broader coverage, 

easier workflows, and better detection of the changing shape 

of crypto-based fraud and financial crime.  

Broadest asset coverage 


Cross-chain analytics 


80+ risk categories


Monitor more than 900,000 

digital assets across 23 

blockchains, enabling 

historical replay of 99% of 

crypto volume




Move seamlessly between 

Bitcoin, Ethereum and more 

than a dozen other 

blockchains, building cohesive 

visualizations as you trace the 

flow of funds




Choose from a comprehensive 

set of risk indicators, including 

FATF's money laundering 

predicate offenses, to set your 

own risk scoring criteria

Trusted by leading organizations 



Explore the platform 

Request a demo:  | contact@trmlabs.com www.trmlabs.com
 © 2021. All rights reserved.



Powered by 

industry expertise

Our team of former investigators, 

compliance practitioners and 

cryptocurrency experts are 

standing by to help.

Forensics

� Trace the flow of funds across 23 different blockchains and 900,000+ 

assets, all viewed within the same grap�

� Access the largest database of high-risk addresses, compiled from our 

daily analysis of 10 million+ pages

Katherine Hou


Senior Financial 

Intelligence Investigator 

Previously a forensic accountant at the 

Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI)

Ari Redbord


Head of Legal & 

Government Affairs

Former senior U.S. Treasury Department 

official and federal prosecutor

Paul Marrinan


Blockchain 

Intelligence Analyst

Former international law enforcement, 

including INTERPOL, EUROPOL and the 

Schengen Information System project

Nick Carlsen


Intelligence Analyst

Previously an intelligence analyst with 

the FBI and a Korean linguist with the 

U.S. Army

Wallet Screening 

� Get alerts on high-risk wallets, including explicitly sanctioned addresses 

and addresses associated with sanctioned entitieo

� Monitor continuously for changes in risk score

Transaction monitoring

� Monitor transactions across 900,000+ digital assets in real time via AP¨

� Investigate alerts with an easy-to-use block explorer and graph visualize�

� Record suspicious activity with collaborative case management

Bespoke Investigative Support

Engage our professional services 

team for one-time investigations or 

on an ongoing basis

CRYPTO EXCHANGE
� VASP due diligence

� Source and 

destination of funds 

investigations

� Bulk data analysis

� Incident response

� Additional services 

on request


